**arXiv 2016 Organizational Chart @ Cornell University Library**

**University Librarian, Anne Kenney**
- Resolve disputes between CUL, MAB, SAB as they relate to CUL's responsibilities
- Determine termination and need for transition strategy

**Program Director (0.20 FTE)**
- Oya Y. Rieger
- Oversee membership, business planning, & governance
- Participate in identifying technical requirements and setting development priorities
- Facilitate MAB and liaise to SAB

**Library Membership (0.10 FTE)**
- Chloe McLaren
- Manage arXiv membership program (invoices, institutional use, information about sustainability program)

**Scientific Director (0.40 FTE)**
- vacant
- Provide scientific oversight
- Participate in identifying technical requirements and setting development priorities
- Coordinate the development of associated policies with the SAB
- Facilitate SAB & liaise to MAB

**Technology & Policy Advisor (.3 FTE)**
- Simeon Warner
- Advice on technology & policy issues; assist in analyzing development requests and operational issues; supervise development staff

**Program Director (0.20 FTE)**
- Oya Y. Rieger

**IT Lead (1 FTE)**
- Martin Lessmeister
- Operate arXiv’s technical infrastructure
- Document & maintain arXiv code
- Partner with related initiatives and services to share tools and software

**arXiv Operations Manager (1 FTE)**
- Jim Entwood
- Technical administration of arXiv submission process
- Support subject moderators
- Assist users and submitters
- Maintain help pages and document

**Library Membership (0.10 FTE)**
- Chloe McLaren

**Technology & Policy Advisor (.3 FTE)**
- Simeon Warner

**Operations Manager (1 FTE)**
- Jim Entwood
- 2 FTE Admin
- 0.6 students
- Total Admin Staff = 3.6 FTE

**Lead Developer (1 FTE)**
- Martin Lessmeister
- 1.50 FTE Programming
- .5 FTE User Experience
- Total IT Staff = 3 FTE

**Additional Contributors:** Paul Ginsparg & ~150 moderators

* CUL indirect contribution

* Not yet included in current 5-year budget

**Total Staff = 7.7 FTE**
Goverance Model

Cornell University Library (CUL)

• Manages the moderation of submissions and user support
• Operates arXiv’s technical infrastructure
• Ensures long-term access
• Establishes and maintains partnerships
• Assumes financial responsibility
• Maintains transparent and open communication
• Provides legal protection

Scientific Advisory Board (SAB)

• Provides advice and guidance pertaining to the intellectual oversight of arXiv
• Oversees arXiv’s moderation system
• Reviews the criteria and standards for deposit in arXiv
• Proposes new subject or discipline domains

Member Advisory Board (MAB)

• Advises CUL on issues related to:
  o repository management and development
  o standards implementation & interoperability
  o development priorities
  o business planning
  o outreach and advocacy